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1. Locate the locking pin release button at the bottom corner of the side
of the sign where the bands you wish to release are located.

2. Gently press the button upward and pull (or push) the band.  You may
then release the button.
IMPORTANT: Extend the band fully until it snaps into its locking
position.

3. Once the release button is pressed, all bands are free and able to be
moved.  Be sure that other bands remain in their respective locations.

IMPORTANT: For the system to function properly, all bands must
always be in either a fully concealed or fully exposed locked position.

To troubleshoot any non-locking bands, press the release button and slide
all bands to the closed position until they lock, then repeat the above steps.

Please Note:  The InfoLock portion of the sign resides behind
the sign display and is comprised of sliding bands that lock into
either a concealed or exposed position. The illustration below
explains how to extend the band and return it to its orignal position.

Never force the bands in or out without releasing them
first by pressing the release buttong at the bottom of
the sign. The InfoLock frame is shown below the sign display to
simplify instructions.

Message Insert Replacement Procedure

1. Extend the message band outward fully until it locks into the exposed
position (see above).

2. Gently flex the plastic end cap inward toward the wall just enough to
allow the message insert to slide out.

3. Remove the message insert completely.

4. Replace message by gently flexing the end cap enough to slide the
replacement insert fully into the aluminum channel.
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